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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY OF ALUBIT-90DRY GRINDING LININGS

Before starting the assembly operations and, in order to avail of the best adhesive strength of the epoxy
resin, we recommend to sandblast the metal surface that has to be lined.

Sandblast degree: Sa2, according to the Sweden regulation SSW and corresponding to the standard
sandblast which totally removes the calamine.

First of all, set up a lighting system inside the mill, using electric voltage inferior to the network one, for
example 24 volts. A little transformer is needed, able to supply power to 2-3 lamps.

Then, remove any trace of sand from the inside part of the mill with a handy vacuum cleaner, and clean
the metallic surface with a cloth soaked with a solvent as trichloroethylene (1 liter for a 5 mq area.).

We suggest to install an aspirator to clear the air inside the mill, at least once a minute.

Power: 4000-5000 mc/h.

It can be set outside the mill and must give the exhaust air off the plant, in order not to raise dust inside.

Iron sections have to be installed as bearing support, with an electric welder.

Assembly Operations

Sheet-iron trays are needed to puddle the epoxy resin. In case the mixing is done with a mechanic agitator
on a drill, a pail is needed that can contain 6 Kg of resin. (About 15 Litres).

The necessary quantity of epoxy resin may vary according to how the assembly operations proceed and
the ambient temperature.

In wintertime, we suggest to warm up the inside of the mill, so that the ambient temperature will be about
20°C.
After 15-20 minutes the resin becomes more and more thick and hard to work, therefore, it is advisable to
mix small quantities of it and repeat the process when needed.

Please, clean with solvent or ethyl alcohol all the tools used to puddle the epoxy resin, whenever the work
is stopped. We suggest the customer to equip himself with 10-20 litres of ethyl denatured alcohol.

Aluminium bars (length: 3-5 m.) and a wooden ruler could be helpful to hold up the bricks of the
openings and man holes up.

Our qualified assembling technician needs the assistance of at least two persons, to puddle the resin and
help him with the tools. If there are 2 technicians, and the assembly operations go on smoothly, three
persons are needed.
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In case that an engine for positioning the mill is not available, we suggest to use a tilfor to rotate and
install the mill. This machinery used to stretch and ease-off wire ropes, have to be fastened to the base of
the mill or to a supporting column of the plant.

It is in any case advisable, to pin the mill under, whenever it is located in the desired position. We
recommend to pay particular attention when the lining is partially installed and the mill has an instable
equilibrium. This operation has to be effected by qualified mechanics for installing and maintenance.

Our technician brings only personal tools including hammers, paddles and assembling drawings with him,
together with a list of them.


